
Compelling reasons to eliminate bottled 
mixes and switch to Fountain Postmix.

Bottled mixes can cost $2.00 or more for a 
330ml drink. When you compare this with 
the 42 cents cost for a 330ml drink from a 
Fountain Drinks 45 Postmix gun it is a very 
compelling reason to consider switching 
from your current supplier. It is a huge 
saving which can impact significantly on 
the bottom line profit from each bar.

Per glass pricing is also affected by the 
costs of storing large quantities of bottled 
mixes both behind the bar and out back 
in storage. These are intangible costs but 
very real… and then there is the cost of 
having to trash or recycle plastic bottles. 
45 Postmix eliminates these hidden costs 
completely. Bagged 45 syrup in boxes take 
up very little room and the equipment can 
be set up on a very small footprint.

Opened bottled mixes are always down 
on fizz giving your customers an inferior 
taste experience and often what is left 
in the bottle goes to waste. Crack the 
cap and most of the carbonation in the 
bottled drink will escape and the rest will 
leave as you pour it over the ice. If it’s a 
plastic bottle (PET) the carbonation starts 
escaping as soon as it is packed and 

stored, even before you buy it. 45 mixes 
from Fountain Drinks provide maximum 
fizz and highest quality taste.

45 mixes are highly concentrated at 5.4:1 
for cola and diet cola and 5.1 for other 
flavours (orange juice is 3:1). And there 
are 8 flavours including energy plus soda 
and chilled water available to choose from 
at each gun. Popular cola and lemonade 
are available in larger 20 litre bags. 
The concentration of 45 syrup provides 
significant cost savings per bag purchased, 
with further cost savings for high volume 
and association customers.

"Take a look at the real costs of your 
current mixer delivery system. If you are 
not using 45 Postmix or are continuing with 
bottled mixes, you are probably paying too 
much", says Gary Roberston of Fountain 
Drinks. "If your customers can't tell the 
difference when mixed with their preferred 
liquor the decision to switch is easy."

For more information phone 
Fountain Drinks 0800 44 44 03
www.fountaindrinks.co.nz
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